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Abstract. In a problem solving process, a step may not result in the ex-
pected progress or may not be applicable as expected. Hence, knowledge
how to overcome and react to impasses and other failures is an important
ingredient of successful mathematical problem solving. To employ such
knowledge in a proving system requires a variety of behaviors and a flexi-
ble control. Multi-strategy proof planning is a knowledge-based theorem
proving approach that provides a variety of strategies and knowledge-
based guidance for search at different levels. This paper introduces rea-
soning about impasses as a natural ingredient of meta-reasoning at a
strategic level and illustrates the use of knowledge about failure han-
dling in the proof planner Multi.

1 Introduction

The typical proof search in automated theorem provers relies upon local search
criteria mostly referring to syntactic features of the current goal and assumptions
rather than analyzing a proof situation more globally. However, in order to find a
mathematical proof, more often than not the global context has to be observed,
e.g., the theory, the proof history, and different proof strategies.

Humans are able to employ such information in their theorem proving. When
an expected progress does not occur or when the proof process gets stuck, then
an intelligent problem solver analyzes the failure and attempts a new strategy.
As Schoenfeld suggests in his book on mathematical problem solving [15] “mon-
itoring the state of a solution as it evolves and taking appropriate action in the
light of new information” is a key skill for succeeding. This means, intelligent
humans do not rely upon pre-determined control only to guide their problem
solving. Instead, they draw upon a repertoire of heuristic knowledge how to deal
with different situations and to dynamically guide the solution construction.

Similarly, an automated theorem proving system can monitor the solution
process and can employ heuristic knowledge to reason about failed proof at-
tempts. This requires the system to have several problem solving strategies and
a flexible control, which can be guided by meta-reasoning about the overall prob-
lem solving situation.

The multi-strategy proof planner Multi offers such a knowledge-based meta-
reasoning and handles failed proof attempts as we will show in this paper. We
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describe several examples of meta-reasoning rules that analyze and exploit fail-
ures to guide proof plan manipulations and refinements. Conceptually, the fail-
ure reasoning is supported by the architecture of Multi, which clearly separates
reasoning at different levels and provides refinement and modification strategies
that can be flexibly combined. In Multi, failure reasoning is a natural ingredient
of control reasoning at a strategic level.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we briefly describe proof planning
with multiple strategies and its realization in the Multi system. Afterwards, we
motivate the research on failure reasoning with an example. Section 4 introduces
failure reasoning captured in general meta-reasoning rules. The role and use of
failure reasoning in Multi is illustrated for ε-δ-proofs in section 5. Although
we use ε-δ-proofs for illustration throughout the paper and explain the failure
reasoning with ε-δ-proofs, this meta-reasoning is general and applicable to other
domains as well as our empirical results in section 6 evidence. Section 7 concludes
the paper with a discussion of related work.

2 Background: Proof Planning with Multiple Strategies

Proof planning [4] is a theorem proving technique, which plans a proof at the ab-
stract level of methods, i.e., tactics enriched by explicit pre- and postconditions.
Methods result from the analysis of the common structure or common proce-
dures of a family of proofs. They can encode not only general proof steps but also
steps particular to a mathematical domain. Mathematically motivated heuristics
how to proceed are encoded in the control knowledge needed to search for the se-
quence or hierarchy of methods that results in a solution plan. Knowledge-based
proof planning [14] declaratively represents control knowledge as control rules.
They are evaluated at choice points in the planning process (choice of method,
choice of goal, etc.).

Knowledge-based proof planning also allows to integrate (theory-specific) con-
straint solving [16] and other (theory-specific) external solvers, among others for
the construction/instantiation of mathematical objects (e.g., the construction of
a real number that satisfies certain restrictions). For instance, proof planning
for ε-δ-proofs delegates simple equations and inequalities containing variables to
the constraint solver CoSIE , which checks the (in)consistency of the constraints
and collects consistent constraints. Thereby, the variables act as place holders
for still unknown terms, and CoSIE can compute instantiations for the variables
that satisfy the collected constraints. Such place holder variables are marked
with a superscript p throughout the paper.

Simple proof planning searches at the level of methods, i.e., it searches for
applicable methods and introduces the instantiated methods in the proof plan
under construction until all goals are closed. Typically, the planning is mono-
lithic in the sense that functionalities such as backtracking and instantiation of
variables are part of the planning and their control is hard-coded:

Backtrack one step in the plan, if and only if no method is applicable.
Instantiate variables only at the end, when all goals are closed.
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Multi-Strategy proof planning [13] extends proof planning by the additional
hierarchical level of strategies as well as by strategic control. It allows to flexibly
combine refinement and modification algorithms. The instantiation of the algo-
rithms’ parameters produces strategies, which can realize different behaviors of
the algorithm. Typical strategies are those running the algorithms for method
introduction, variable instantiation, and backtracking, i.e., decoupled and para-
meterized functionalities of the simple proof planning, realizing different kinds
of method introduction, backtracking and variable instantiation.

The parameters of the algorithm for method introduction include a set of
methods and a set of control rules. When such a strategy is executed, then the
algorithm introduces only steps that use the methods specified in the strategy.
The method-level control belongs to the strategy. That is, its choices are guided
by the control rules specified in the strategy. A parameter of the instantiation
algorithm is the function that determines how the instantiation for a variable is
computed. A parameter of the backtrack algorithm is the function that computes
a set of refinement steps that will be deleted from the partial proof plan.

Let us explain some strategies frequently occurring in ε-δ-proofs, i.e., in proofs
of conjectures about the limit or the continuity of a function f at a point a.

The standard definitions of limit, continuity, and the derivative of a function
postulate the existence of a real number δ, which may depend on an arbitrarily
chosen real number ε:

lim
x→a

f = l ≡ ∀ε(0 < ε ⇒ ∃δ(0 < δ ∧ ∀x(|x − a| > 0 ∧ |x − a| < δ ⇒ |f(x) − l| < ε)))

cont(f, a) ≡ ∀ε(0 < ε ⇒ ∃δ(0 < δ ∧ ∀x(|x − a| < δ ⇒ |f(x) − f(a)| < ε))).

A mathematical ε-δ-proof of such a problem constructs a real number δ de-
pending on ε that satisfies certain (in)equalities.1 A systematic procedure for
discovering a suitable δ is the incremental restriction of its range. This includes
the reduction of complex (in)equalities to less complex ones, the simplest of
which can be propagated to range restrictions, and the determination of terms
which satisfy all the restrictions.

The mathematical strategies are mirrored for proof planning. The method-
introduction strategy SolveInequality corresponds to the reduction of complex
inequalities to simple ones. It successively produces simpler (in)equalities un-
til it reaches (in)equalities that are accepted by the constraint solver CoSIE .
Its methods ComplexEstimate, FactorialEstimate, and Solve* reduce
(in)equality goals of different kinds. The connection to CoSIE is established by
the method TellCS, which closes inequalities and passes them to CoSIE .

1 The construction of a δ is a non-trivial task for students as well as for traditional,
resolution-based automated theorem provers. Bledsoe proposed several versions of
the problem LIM+ (see next section) as a challenge problem for automated theorem
proving [3]. The simplest versions of this problem (problem 1 and 2 in [3]) are at
the edge of the capabilities of traditional automated theorem provers but the harder
versions are beyond their capabilities. More difficult problems such as Cont-If-Deriv
(see next section) cannot be proved by traditional provers.
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ComplexEstimate reduces inequality goals of the form |b| < e. It exploits
the triangle inequality by rewriting b = k∗a+ l for an a for which an assumption
of the form |a| < e′ is in the proof context and postulates for the existence of a
real number vp serving as an auxiliary variable. The resulting simpler goals are
|l| < e

2 , e′ < e
2∗vp , |k| ≤ vp, and 0 < vp.

The method FactorialEstimate reduces inequality goals of the form
| t
t′ | < e. It also postulates for the existence of a real number vp serving as

an auxiliary variable and creates three simpler goals: 0 < vp, vp < |t′|, and
|t| < e ∗ vp.

Applications of Solve* exploit the transitivity of <, >, ≤, ≥ and reduce a
goal of the form a1 < b1 to a new goal b2σ ≤ b1σ in case an assumption of the
form a2 < b2 can be used and a1, a2 can be unified by the substitution σ.

Two other domain-independent method introduction strategies prepare com-
posed conjectures and proof assumptions to make relevant subformulas available
for the methods of SolveInequality.

The instantiation strategy ComputeInstFromCS corresponds to the actual con-
struction of mathematical objects (real numbers). It instantiates variables that
occur in the constraints collected by the constraint solver CoSIE . ComputeInst-
FromCS is applicable, when CoSIE can compute an instantiation for a variable
that is consistent with the constraints collected so far.

The domain-independent backtrack strategy BackTrackStepToGoal realizes a
simple goal-triggered backtracking. When applied wrt. to a goal it removes the
step that introduced this goal.

The Implementation in Multi

The implementation of proof planning with multiple strategies in Multi [11]
works with two blackboards, a (object-level) proof plan blackboard and a control
blackboard. During their execution, the strategies change the proof plan black-
board content and a Meta-Reasoner changes the control blackboard to guide
the selection of strategies. To do so, it evaluates the strategic control knowl-
edge, which is declaratively represented by strategic control rules. Hence, there
is no need to hard-code the sequence of strategies. In a nutshell, Multi operates
according to the following cycle:

Job Offers. Applicable strategies post their applicability (for the current par-
tial plan) as ‘job offers’ onto the control blackboard.

Guidance. Strategic control rules are evaluated to rank the job offers in the
light of situation information.

Invocation. The strategy with the highest ranked job offer is invoked.
Execution. The strategy is executed and works on the proof plan blackboard.

3 Motivating Examples

We contrast the proof planning for two ε-δ-proofs: for LIM+ (without impasse)
and for Cont-If-Deriv, which encounters an impasse.
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LIM+ states that the limit of the sum of two functions f and g equals the sum
of their limits:

if lim
x→a

f(x) = l1 and lim
x→a

g(x) = l2, then lim
x→a

(f(x) + g(x)) = l1 + l2.

When the definition of lim is expanded, the proof planning problem consists
of two assumptions

∀ε1(0 < ε1 ⇒ ∃δ1(0 < δ1 ∧ ∀x1(|x1 − a| > 0 ∧ |x1 − a| < δ1
⇒ |f(x1) − l1| < ε1)))

and

∀ε2(0 < ε2 ⇒ ∃δ2(0 < δ2 ∧ ∀x2(|x2 − a| > 0 ∧ |x2 − a| < δ2
⇒ |g(x2) − l2| < ε2)))

and the conjecture

∀ε(0 < ε ⇒ ∃δ(0 < δ ∧ ∀x(|x − a| > 0 ∧ |x − a| < δ
⇒ |(f(x) + g(x)) − (l1 + l2)| < ε))).

Proof planning LIM+ first decomposes the conjecture and assumptions. This
results, among others, in the two new assumptions |f(x1

p) − l1| < ε1
p and

|g(x2
p)− l2| < ε2

p and the new goals 0 < δp and |(f(cx)+g(cx))− (l1 + l2)| < cε,
where cx and cε are constants that replace x and ε, respectively.2 ε1, x1, ε2, x2,
and δ become place holder variables (labeled with the p superscript) for which
CoSIE can collect constraints. Both goals are tackled by the SolveInequality
strategy. The goal 0 < δp is closed by TellCS and passed to CoSIE . The
second goal |(f(cx) + g(cx)) − (l1 + l2)| < cε requires further decomposition by
ComplexEstimate, which employs the new assumption |f(x1

p)− l1| < ε1
p and

yields five new goals:

ε1 <
cε

2 ∗ vp
(1)

|1| ≤ vp (2)
0 < vp (3)

|g(cx) − l2| <
cε

2
(4)

x1
p = cx. (5)

(1), (2), (3), and (5) can be closed by TellCS and are passed to CoSIE . Goal
(4) is reduced by Solve* wrt. the assumption |g(x2

p) − l2| < ε2
p to the goals

ε2
p ≤ cε

2 and x2
p = cx, which can both be closed by TellCS. The decomposition

of the assumptions on f and g results in some further goals, which are all solved
by SolveInequality.

When all goals are closed, the constraint solver CoSIE computes instantia-
tions for the variables that are consistent with the collected constraints.

2 During the decomposition of the assumptions further goals are created and during
the decomposition of the conjecture further assumptions are derived. However, in
order to illustrate the basic proof planning approach we ignore these additional goals
and assumptions.
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Cont-If-Deriv states that, if a function f has a derivative f ′ at point a, then f
is continuous at a:

if lim
x→a

f(x)−f(a)
x−a = f ′, then cont(f, a).

When the definitions of lim and cont are expanded, the proof planning prob-
lem consists of the assumption

∀ε1(0 < ε1 ⇒
∃δ1(0 < δ1 ∧ ∀x1(|x1 − a| < δ1 ∧ |x1 − a| > 0 ⇒ | f(x1)−f(a)

x1−a − f ′| < ε1)))

and the conjecture

∀ε(0 < ε ⇒ ∃δ(0 < δ ∧ ∀x(|x − a| < δ ⇒ |f(x) − f(a)| < ε))).

Proof planning for Cont-If-Deriv fails because of a typical exception. More
detailed, the proof planning goes as follows: As for LIM+ the initial conjecture
and assumption are decomposed. The main resulting goal is

|f(cx) − f(a)| < cε (6)

and a new assumption is

|f(x1
p) − f(a)

x1
p − a

− f ′| < ε1
p. (7)

Using this assumption the goal (6) can be proved in several steps.3 However,
when decomposing the initial assumption, the goal |cx − a| > 0 was created as
a side goal and cannot be proved. This gives rise to an impasse because the
goal-triggered backtracking with strategy BackTrackStepToGoal does not lead to
a solution. This impasse is not a problem of missing methods. Rather, since the
condition |cx − a| > 0 is not always true, mathematically it is necessary to con-
sider the cases |cx −a| > 0 and |cx −a| ≤ 0. That is, |f(cx)−f(a)| < cε has to be
proved twice, once under the condition |cx −a| > 0 and once under the condition
|cx − a| ≤ 0. Because the impasse information is surfaced only at a later stage
of the proof planning, its analysis should lead to a conclusion on how to modify
(i.e., not just refine) the overall proof plan in order to circumvent the exception.

4 Meta-reasoning About Failed Proof Attempts

This and many other examples show that proof planning may encounter im-
passes, i.e., situations in which an open goal cannot be closed because there are
no applicable methods or strategies or in which no instantiation for a variable
can be found.

Impasses in multi-strategy proof planning may occur at two levels, inside
strategies or at strategy choice points. When an impasse occurs during the

3 That is, ComplexEstimate is applied to (6) with assumption (7) and all resulting
goals can again be solved by proof planning.
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execution of a strategy, the strategy interrupts and the failure is recorded. When
the next strategy has to be selected for execution, the strategic control rules can
reason about the failures. When an impasse occurs at strategy choice, then the
failing applicability of a strategy is recorded together with the failure reasons
and the strategic control rules can reason upon.

Most systems have a default behavior that is called, when such errors oc-
cur. So has Multi. For instance, the default behavior to deal with failures in
the method introduction algorithm is the goal-triggered backtracking with the
strategy BackTrackStepToGoal (i.e., to backtrack the step that introduced the
goal for which no applicable method can be found). However, the default reac-
tion is only one of a variety of possible reactions to failures that is evaluated in
Multi. An evaluation of a repertoire of alternative reactions to failures is useful
for many reasons, two of which are:

(1) Theorem proving may require refinements, modifications, or additional in-
formation, which are hard to predict from common proof patterns since they
are exceptions. Some heuristics can exploit failures since in some cases these
failures hold information that is necessary in order to discover a solution
plan at all.

(2) A (knowledge-based) search and backtracking procedure that is generally
suitable for different mathematical domains including domains that require
higher-order formalizations is difficult to devise. Rather, knowledge of suit-
able failure handling and backtrack points in different domain-dependent
proof situations can be used to organize the search.

Hence, in Multi failure handling is not hard-coded once and forever. Rather,
the analysis of frequent failures and possible reactions results in general (and
informal) meta-reasoning rules, which can be formalized in control rules that
Multi can use. These control rules analyze information about the failure situ-
ation, the current proof plan, the history, etc. and suggest suitable proof plan
modifications and refinements. In the remainder of this section, we shall in-
troduce three general meta-reasoning rules. In the subsequent section, we shall
illustrate their encoding in control rules in Multi as well as their application to
ε-δ-proofs.

4.1 Case Split Introduction

Case split is well-known in mathematics. More often than not, it is not obvious
in advance, when it is useful to apply a case split and which cases to consider.
The following rule describes the need for a case split at an abstract level.

A main goal can be solved by some methods which introduces side goals, called
‘conditions’. In a situation where one of these conditions cannot be proved (while
the main goal is solved), an impasse is reached. The impasse can be removed by
introducing a case split on the failing condition and its negation earlier in the
plan. The modification requires to prove the main goal in each of the cases.
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This description is represented by the general meta-reasoning rule

Case-Split Introduction:
IF failing condition C while some methods solve main goal
THEN introduce case split C ∨ ¬C before application of methods

In section 5, we shall explain how this meta-reasoning rule is encoded into
control rules and how the main goal and the side goals are determined.

4.2 Analysis of Variable Dependencies

Goals sharing the same variable but belonging to different proof plan branches
are dependent. The instantiations and constraints of those variables may cause
failures. Take, e.g., two goals g and g′ that both contain a variable vp. Lets
assume that a partial proof plan for g is created, which binds vp in such a way
that g′ cannot be proved anymore. The default reaction – standard goal-triggered
backtracking – would remove g′. However, if the problem for the failure is not g′

but the selection of an appropriate instantiation for vp, then this backtracking
will not lead to a solution proof plan. Rather, part of the subplan for g has to
be removed to introduce another subplan that constrains vp differently.

This heuristic gives rise to the general meta-reasoning rule:

Analyze VarDependencies:
IF failure on goal caused by variable instantiation/constraints
THEN backtrack variable instantiation/constraints

Again, this rule can be represented by declarative control rules. Its application
to ε-δ-proofs is illustrated in section 5.

4.3 Unblock Desirable Steps

Often classes of proofs exhibit a common proof pattern, which suggests a par-
ticular hierarchy or combination of proof steps. This implies that during the
solution process particular proof steps become ‘desirable’, i.e., the proof pat-
tern suggests to apply these steps next. If such a desirable step is blocked, then
meta-reasoning can analyze how to unblock the application of the desirable step.
In its most general form, this meta-reasoning rule can be formulated as

Unblock Desirable Steps:
IF step S is desirable but blocked
THEN perform other steps to enable S

In section 5, we shall discuss two instances of this general rule, which both
rely on the common proof pattern for ε-δ-proofs introduced in section 2 (i.e.,
their determination of desirable steps is wrt. to the proof pattern for ε-δ-proofs).
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The first instance analyzes a blockage of the instantiation strategy Compute-
InstFromCS caused by insufficiently constrained variables. To overcome this im-
passe the meta-reasoning suggests actions to enable the collection of further con-
straints. The second instance analyzes failing method applications and suggests
the speculation of a lemma that would make a desirable method applicable.

5 Examples from the Domain of ε-δ-Proofs

To illustrate the failure reasoning we detail some of it for ε-δ-proofs – a domain of
mathematics for which up to now the proofs are not trivially automated. As the
empirical results in section 6 show, the same meta-reasoning is also applicable
to other domains.

5.1 Guiding the Introduction of Case Splits

The proof of Cont-If-Deriv is an example in which the introduction of a case
split is necessary. As described in section 3 proof planning fails to prove the
condition |cx − a| > 0 that was created as a side goal when decomposing the
initial assumption. At this point the meta-reasoning rule Case Split Introduction
suggests the introduction of a case split earlier in the proof plan.

Technically, the meta-reasoning rule Case Split Introduction is formalized in two
control rules in Multi that guide suitable backtracking and the introduction of
the case split. This works as follows: if SolveInequality fails to prove a condition
of an assumption that was used to prove the main goal, then a strategic control
rule triggers the backtracking of all steps following the introduction of the failing
condition. Afterwards, another control rule introduces the case split with the
failing condition and its negation.

When proof planning encounters the impasse for Cont-If-Deriv (see section 3),
the case split is introduced before the main goal |f(cx) − f(a)| < cε is tack-
led. Then, SolveInequality continues and has to prove |f(cx) − f(a)| < cε once
enriching the context with |cx − a| > 0 and once enriching the context with
¬(|cx − a| > 0). In the first case the failing condition |cx − a| > 0 follows from
the context of the case. The second case is proved differently by SolveInequality:
First, it simplifies the hypothesis ¬(|cx − a| > 0) to cx = a. Afterwards, it uses
this equation to simplify the goal |f(cx) − f(a)| < cε to 0 < cε, which follows
from the context.

Other ε-δ-proofs also require this kind of failure reasoning and the same failure
handling can also be used to introduce case splits in other mathematical domains
(see section 6).

5.2 Analyzing Variable Dependencies

The meta-reasoning rule Analyze VarDependencies analyzes dependencies of goals
that share some variables – either directly in their formulas or in the assumptions
in their contexts. The meta-reasoning rule is encoded in the strategic control
rule analyze-varfailure. When a goal with shared variables cannot be closed,
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analyze-varfailure analyses whether sub-plans for other goals with these vari-
ables introduce constraints on the variables. If this is the case, it guides the back-
tracking of those steps that introduced such constraints rather than to employ
the standard goal-triggered backtracking, which would backtrack the goal that
cannot be solved. Afterwards, re-opened goals can be solved differently.

As example for an ε-δ-proof that needs the analysis of variable dependencies
consider the following problem:

If lim
x1→0

f(x1) = l and a > 0, then lim
x→0

f(a ∗ x) = l.

The decomposition of the initial goal and the initial assumption yield the goal
|f(a ∗ cx) − l| < cε and the new assumption |f(x1

p) − l| < ε1
p. SolveInequality

solves the goal with this assumption by an application of the method Solve*.
The decomposition of the initial assumption also results in the two goals

|a ∗ cx| > 0 (8)
|a ∗ cx| < cδ1 (9)

These two goals can be solved with two assumptions from their context

|cx| > 0 (10)
|cx| < δp (11)

which were created during the decomposition of the initial theorem.
When tackling these two goals SolveInequality first proceeds as follows: It

applies Solve* to goal (8) wrt. the assumption (11). This is possible since |cx| <
δp equals δp > |cx| and δp can be trivially unified with |a∗cx|. The application of
Solve*, however, introduces the constraint δp 	→ |a∗cx| on δp, which affects the
assumption (11) in the context of goal (9). Next, SolveInequality tackles goal (9)
but fails, since with the constraint on δp no solution is possible (i.e., assumption
(11) cannot be used as necessary, see below).

Guided by analyze-varfailure Multi first backtracks the application of
Solve* to goal (8). Afterwards, SolveInequality solves this goal differently: It
applies the method ComplexEstimate with the assumption (10) to the goal
and passes the resulting inequality goals with TellCS to CoSIE . With this
solution proof plan for goal (8) SolveInequality can also solve goal (9) by applying
the method ComplexEstimate with assumption (11) and passing the resulting
inequality goals with TellCS to CoSIE .

More ε-δ-proofs as well as problems from other domains require this failure
reasoning to analyze and overcome variable dependencies (see section 6).

5.3 Meta-reasoning for Insufficiently Determined Constraints

Remember the Unblock Desirable Steps rule from section 4.3. One of its instances
unblocks the instantiation strategy ComputeInstFromCS.

To illustrate this failure reasoning we detail the proof planning process for the
problem Lim-Div, which states that the limit of the function 1

x at point c �= 0 is
1
c , i.e., for c �= 0
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∀ε(0 < ε ⇒ ∃δ(0 < δ ∧ ∀x(x �= 0 ∧ |x − c| < δ ∧ |x − c| > 0 ⇒ | 1
x − 1

c | < ε))).

The proof planning works as follows: Decomposition of the initial goal results
in the two goals 0 < δp and | 1

cx
− 1

c | < cε. SolveInequality closes the goal 0 < δp

by TellCS and simplifies the second goal to | c−cx

cx∗c | < cε. It continues with the
application of FactorialEstimate, which reduces this goal to three simpler
subgoals 0 < vp, |cx ∗ c| > vp, and |c − cx| < vp ∗ cε with a new variable vp.
SolveInequality closes these three goals with TellCS. Since all goals are closed
the strategy ComputeInstFromCS becomes a highly desirable strategy that should
return instantiations for the variables δp and vp computed by CoSIE .

Now, CoSIE fails to determine instantiations because the constraints collected
so far

|cx−c|
cε

< vp 0 < vp vp < |cx ∗ c|
0 < δp c �= 0 0 < cε

are insufficient to compute a solution.4 Hence, also the application of the desir-
able strategy ComputeInstFromCS is blocked.

A possibility to overcome this problem is to create further constraints by
further proof planning. An instance of the meta-reasoning rule Unblock Desirable
Steps suggests this “repair”:

IF a constraint solver fails to provide instantiations because of
insufficient constraints while all goals are closed

THEN consider actions to create and pass further constraints

Technically, the idea to overcome highly desirable but blocked variable instan-
tiations by a constraint solver is encoded in the strategic control rule unblock-
constr. When all goals are closed, but instantiation strategies are not
applicable since connected constraint solvers fail to compute instantiations, then
unblock-constr analyzes the current proof plan for possible further constraints.

One possibility to derive further constraints is the refinement of existing
constraints closed by applications of TellCS. If unblock-constr detects such
constraints that likely can be refined to simpler constraints, it triggers the back-
tracking of the corresponding TellCS applications (only these selected applica-
tions).5 Afterwards, the re-opened goals can be tackled again and can be refined.
Note that this backtracking serves the applicability of methods uncovering fur-
ther constraints rather than the traversal of the search space.

4 This is a common situation in constraint solving: A set of constraints has been
accepted since no inconsistency could be detected, so far. Nevertheless, the collected
constraints are not sufficient to compute a solution for the constrained variables. The
critical constraints here are the constraints on vp, which state that |cx−c|

cε
has to be

less than vp, which has to be less than |cx ∗c|. These constraints are not inconsistent,
but a solution for vp exists only, if |cx−c|

cε
< |cx ∗ c| holds. This, however, does not

follow from the constraints collected so far.
5 Currently, the critical constraints are chosen by heuristics encoded in the control

rule. We are enhancing CoSIE to return the critical constraints directly.
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In proof planning of Lim-Div, unblock-constr (successively) triggers the
backtracking of the applications of TellCS that close |c − cx| < vp ∗ cε and
|cx ∗ c| > vp. SolveInequality reduces the re-opened goals with applications of the
method ComplexEstimate and passes the resulting constraints by applications
of TellCS to CoSIE . This leads to the following constraint store (the variables
v1

p and v2
p are introduced by the applications of ComplexEstimate):

cε > 0 c �= 0 vp ≥ v1
p ∗ δp v1

p > c

vp > 0 v2
p > 1 cε∗vp

2 > 0 δp > 0
δp ≤ cε∗vp

2∗v2p vp ∗ 2 ≤ c2

Now the following instantiations consistent with these constraints can be com-
puted: v2

p→2, v1
p→c + 1, vp→ c2

2 , and δp→min( cε∗c2

8 , c2

2∗(c+1) ).
This example is not an isolated one. More ε-δ-proofs require this failure rea-

soning (see section 6). Moreover, the meta-reasoning rule is generally applicable
also to other domains in which constraints solvers are used.

5.4 Lemma Speculation

Another typical instance of the Unblock Desirable Steps rule in section 4.3 un-
blocks method applications whose matching with the proof situation requires
additional information. It reads as follows

IF the application of a desirable method fails because of a unification residuum
and the residuum is likely to be provable in the current context

THEN speculate residuum as lemma and apply it to unblock the desirable method

Since lemma speculation may open a Pandora’s box, the restriction the
residuum is likely to be provable in the current context needs to be defined. For
instance, in proof planning that uses a constraint solver the constraint solver
can be exploited to decide whether a residuum is a promising lemma. For ε-
δ-proofs, the meta-reasoning queries CoSIE whether it accepts the residuum
and only then meta-reasoning suggests the speculation of the lemma. This way,
we combine the domain-independent unification and matching with the domain
knowledge in CoSIE .6 Technically, this lemma speculation is encoded by the
control rule unblock-method.

To illustrate this failure reasoning we detail planning for the problem

If lim
x→0

f(x + c) = l, then lim
x1→c

f(x1) = l.

The decomposition of the initial goal results, among others, in the goal
|f(cx1) − l| < cε1 . Decomposition of the initial assumption yields the new as-
sumption |f(xp + c) − l| < εp. SolveInequality should apply the method Solve*

6 Alternatively, theory unification incorporates domain-specific axioms and theorems
into the unification procedures. However, the decidability of theory unification is
difficult to determine and depends on the concrete set of domain equations (e.g.,
see [2]). Undecidable unification and matching, however, could block the complete
proof planning process.
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to tackle the new goal with the new assumption. However, this fails since the
application-conditions of Solve* request the unification of |f(xp + c)− l| and
|f(cx1)− l|, which fails. Since no other applicable method or assumption are
available, Multi’s default control would backtrack, which would not lead to a
solution proof plan.

When SolveInequality fails to tackle |f(cx1) − l| < cε1 with the assumption
|f(xp + c) − l| < εp, then the analysis of the failure by unblock-method yields
the residuum xp + c = cx1 , which is accepted by CoSIE . Hence, the control rule
fires and introduces xp + c = cx1 as lemma and guides the rewriting of the goal
|f(cx1)− l| < cε1 with this equation. This results in the goal |f(xp + c)− l| < cε1 .
The application of Solve* to this goal and the assumption |f(xp + c) − l| < εp

is now possible, and SolveInequality can solve all resulting goals.
For other ε-δ-proofs the same meta-reasoning can overcome blocked unifica-

tions and matchings. For the application in other domains the only prerequisite
is that a means exists that can decide whether a lemma is promising.

6 Empirical Results

The meta-reasoning rules in section 4 describe general situations in mathemati-
cal proof processes. Although our contribution is fundamentally conceptual and
architectural, we had to show whether it is empirically relevant as well. There-
fore, we tested the benefit in three domains, the ε-δ-proofs from the analysis
textbook [1], the residue class domain, and inductive proofs. Table 1 gives sam-
ple problems from all three domains and the failure-reasoning they require. The
numbered colons denote (i) case split introduction, (ii) unblock constraint solv-
ing, (iii) unblock by lemma speculation, (iv) analyze variable dependencies. Note
that x → a− and x → a+ denote the left-hand limit and the right-hand limit,
respectively.

The relevance of failure reasoning is not only demonstrated by Table 1. Its
figures alone are underestimating because many similar problems can be formu-
lated. Moreover, the relative frequency of failure reasoning is also important.
Therefore, the fact that 25 out of 70 ε-δ-proofs constructed by Multi from the
systematically explored testbed [1] involve failure reasoning evidences the crucial
role of failure reasoning.

Residue Class Problems. The residue class conjectures classify given residue class
structures wrt. their algebraic category. An example theorem is “the residue class
structure (ZZ5, +̄) is associative”. Other problems from this domain concern the
isomorphy of two algebraic structures. An example is “the residue class structures
(ZZ5, +̄) and (ZZ5, (x+̄y)+̄1̄5) are isomorphic”.

To tackle residue class problems we developed several techniques encoded in
four different method-introduction strategies in Multi. In one of these strate-
gies, the TryAndError strategy (see [12]), the Analyze VarDependencies rule is
crucial since Multi has to deal with nested existential quantifiers, which result
in ‘nested’ variables shared by several goals. Hence, dependencies among the
variables and the goals have to be analyzed.
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Table 1. Sample proofs whose solution requires meta-reasoning about failures

Conjecture (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
ε-δ-Proofs
lim
x→0

(f(a + x) − f(a)) = 0 ⇒ cont(f, a) x x x

lim
x→a−

f(x) = l ∧ lim
x→a+

f(x) = l ⇒ lim
x→a

f(x) = l x

lim
x→a−

f(x) = f(a) ∧ lim
x→a+

f(x) = f(a) ⇒ cont(f, a) x

lim
x→2

1
1−x

= −1 x

lim
x→a

f(x) = lf ∧ lim
x→a

g(x) = lg ∧ ∀x g(x) �= 0 ⇒ lim
x→a

f(x)
g(x) = lf

lg
x

lim
x→∞

f(x) = l ⇒ lim
x→∞

f(x)
x

= 0 x

lim
x→0

f(x + a) = l ⇒ lim
x→a

f(x) = l x

lim
x→0+

f( 1
x
) = l ⇒ lim

x→∞
f(x) = l x

lim
x→0

f(x) = l ∧ a > 0 ⇒ lim
x→0

f(a ∗ x) = l x

lim
x→a

f(x) = l ⇒ lim
x→0

f(x + a) = l x

Residue Class Problems
closed(ZZ3\{0̄3}, ∗̄) x
¬closed(ZZ3\{0̄3}, +̄) x
¬∃e:ZZ9unit(ZZ9, −̄) x
¬inverses(ZZ6, ∗̄, 1̄6) x
¬divisors(ZZ6, ∗̄) x
¬commutative(ZZ8, −̄) x
¬distibutive(ZZ4, −̄, −̄) x
Inductive Proofs

∀x:item∀y, z:list x ∈ y ⇒ x ∈ concatenate(y, z) x
∀x:item∀y, z:list (x ∈ y ∨ x ∈ z) ⇒ x ∈ concatenate(y, z) x
∀x:item∀y:list x ∈ insert(x, y) x
∀y:list length(y) = length(isort(y)) x x
∀x:item∀y:list x ∈ isort(y) ⇒ x ∈ y x x
∀x:item∀y:list count(x, isort(y)) = count(x, y) x x
∀y:list reverse(reverse(y)) = y x
∀x:nat even(x + x) x

We proved about 19.000 residue class conjectures with Multi. About half of
these theorems, in particular, theorems refutating a property, could be proved
with the TryAndError strategy only (see [12] for the detailed description of the
experiments). Some representative examples occur in Table 1.

Inductive Proofs. So far, we did not apply Multi to inductive proofs. The induc-
tive theorems in Table 1 are taken from [9], which describes failure reasoning by
so-called critics in the proof planner CLaM. Since the critics employed in CLaM
are a special case bound to a particular method (see related work in section 7),
our general failure reasoning rules for case-split introduction and lemma spec-
ulation are applicable for inductive proofs as well. For a more complete list of
inductive proofs that require failure reasoning see [9].
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7 Conclusions and Related Work

We presented a novel conceptual and architectural contribution to knowledge-
based automated theorem proving. We demonstrated how Multi’s novel theo-
rem proving architecture supports failure reasoning and the automatic discovery
of heureka steps such as introduction of case splits and speculation of lemmas.
As evidenced by empirical results, the discussed failure reasoning is generally
applicable rather than overly specific.

Proof planning may fail because of an exception from proof structures and
procedures captured by proof planning methods, strategies and heuristic con-
trol. Such failures can be analyzed automatically and this analysis gives rise to
applying proof planning strategies, which can revise the proof plan or invent new
knowledge that is needed to complete a proof, e.g., case splits or new conjectures.
That is, often failures hold the key to the construction of a solution proof plan.

The failure reasoning and the subsequent proof plan modifications are possible
in Multi, since Multi’s architecture does not enforce a pre-defined backtracking
or other pre-defined control. Rather, when a failure occurs, then strategic control
rules, which declaratively encode failure handling heuristics, can analyze the
failure and dynamically guide promising refinements and modifications of the
proof plan. Further meta-reasoning that contributes to this flexible control in
Multi is discussed in [10].

Related Work
Unblocking desirable steps in Multi is related to the control reasoning in elab-
orate blackboard systems, see [5] and [6]. When a highly desirable knowledge
source is not applicable, then reasoning on the failure can suggest the invocation
of knowledge sources that unblock the desired knowledge source.

The speculation of residuum lemmas is related to constrained resolution [7],
which intertwines resolution with unification. We also intertwine unification with
the main proof process by speculating unification residues as lemmas. As opposed
to constrained unification, our meta-reasoning controls the speculation of lemmas
since it suggests only lemmas that are directly accepted by CoSIE .

In their interesting work described in [8, 9] Andrew Ireland and Alan Bundy
extended proof planning by so-called critics as a means to patch failed proof at-
tempts in proof planning inductive proofs. Their proof planner CLaM is special-
ized for proving theorems by mathematical induction and employs the so-called
rippling technique that is mainly encoded in the wave method. The critics in
CLaM are associated with the wave method and capture patchable exceptions to
the application of this method. A critic can, e.g., introduce a case split directly
preceding the wave method, in order to make a conditional wave rule applicable,
in case the wave method is blocked because of this condition.

The failure reasoning in Multi considerably differs from the critics mech-
anism in CLaM in its conceptual design. Critics are method-like entities that
are bound to failing preconditions of a particular method. Moreover, the critic’s
patch is a special procedure that changes the proof plan. In contrast, failure rea-
soning in Multi is represented by declarative control rules. These control rules
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are not associated with a particular method but can reason about the current
proof plan and about other information such as the proof planning history. The
patch of a failure is not implemented into special procedures but is carried out
by methods and strategies whose application is suggested by the control rules.

To summarize, because of its flexible proof construction at the strategy level,
Multi can realize a more general failure reasoning approach not bound to par-
ticular methods.
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